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Today’s plan

• Welcome and introductions

• How SoMe can be used to build profile, presence and strengthen 

the impact of your work. 

• Plan for the session

• Overview of social media

• User stories

–Personal use

–Organisational use

–For a cause

• Workshop

–Describing your research

– Identifying related influencers



About social media



What is Social Media?

• Who uses social media? What do you use?

• Difference between SoMe and other digital tools

• How to improve the impact of your work



Much more than just Twitter

• A part of everyday research…..

    

    

    

 

   

   

   

 



Twitter- the basics

• ‘Microblogging’ of 140 characters- share information and communicate

• Users have a dedicated username

• Hashtags:

- Hashtags (#) will either create or lead you to an online community. E.g. 

#pharmacy #HSRPP2017

- Clicking on the hashtag will lead you to a thread of 100 most recent users 

that have used that hashtag to their posts.

- Hashtags trend 

• Know the difference between a @reply and a @mention

- A reply to someone else has their twitter handle 1st (@username) and then 

your comment. This is only seen by the person you’re relying to and people 

who follow you both 

- A mention is when the handle is anywhere else in the tweetE.g Great to be 

here today with @PharmResUK #HSRPP2017

• Followers- staking vs communicating



User reflections



Users

Using Twitter as an individual

• engaging in hashtags, scheduling info and staying up to date

Twitter for an organisation

• How is it different? 

• What are the challenges (Providing a customer service, engaging 
influencers)

• As a user, how to get charities (and others) to engage with you

@WePharmacists (#WePh)-

A social movement in pharmacy

• What is it for?

• How does it engage in research and evidence?



Workshop



Workshop

• New to Twitter? Sign up and get tweeting

• Already a user? Activities in a small group:

• Describe your research in 140 characters and tag with #hsrpp2017

• Work together to identify: 

– ‘influencers’ 

– trending ‘#’

–Key organisations to reach out to

• Summing up and questions.



Pharmacy research landscape mapping

Useful reading

– WeCommunities Twitterversity

http://www.wecommunities.org/resources/twitterversity

– Social media toolkit from the Royal Pharmaceutical Society

www.rpharms.com

*new* RPS guidance: Social Media and Digital Tools

http://www.wecommunities.org/resources/twitterversity
http://www.rpharms.com/
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Setting up your twitter

• Who do you want to be? Think of a short Twitter handle that describes 

you best.

• Try to keep it fewer than 15 characters. 

• Create a profile on www.twitter.com

• Add a photo and a short description

• You’re ready to send your 1st tweet! 

• Remember:

– Use # e.g. #hsrpp2017

– Mention people e.g. @research_ramble @clairewynn
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